Experience all facets
of the real Berlin with
our concierge team's
insider tipps
Restaurants

La Soupe Populaire
One of the newest additions in town, stationed in the old Bötzow
brewery. The motto is “back to basics”. Teutonic classics like the
pictured Königsberger Klopse or Bee Sting Cake – menu changes on
a regular basis by its creator Tim Raue.

Cookies Cream
A challenge to find, but this just seems to add to the charm of this
edgy restaurant with his awesome and well selected choice of
vegetarian tastes. Cool in design and a really friendly and
comfortable décor.

Pauly Saal
Located in the new arts and dining hub of the former Jewish Girls
School with galleries, a bar and garden. The restaurant renovated
with a sense for history, style and also a sense of humor features
“Landküche” a kind of traditional cooking with an interesting twist.

Bars

Hotel de Rome rooftop terrace
Evening kick off or a relaxed summer day with savoring the
gorgeous views from the city‘s most beautiful roof top terrace. Sit
back, sip on a fancy cocktail and enjoy the hippest hideaway in the
heart of Berlin.

25 hours Monkey Bar
Monkey Bar is located right next to the restaurant on the tenth floor
and is an evening and night-time hotspot for top drinks and
delicious bar food created by NENI. It’s the perfect place to take in
the view of the city and the Tiergarten park, and to experience
and absorb Berlin’s dynamism and lifestyle

Prinzipal Kreuzberg
Like the best bars in Berlin, there is no sign. However once you
enter into the long, thin bar, it’s like stepping back into the roaring
twenties. On Thursday the upstairs floor is a fabulous bar, with
burlesque acts including a girl on a cloud swing high above the
patrons heads as the uber cool bar staff, the girls in corsets, the
boys in suits made old school cocktails.

Shopping
BIKINI Berlin
A concept Mall opening April 2014. The central element for this will
be the striking roofscape which almost reaches the proportions of a
football field: It is here that the city opens up, connecting with
Berlin's 'green lung'. It promises a different shopping experience
offering local fashion labels instead of the customary mall partners,
a space for global brands for individualised, maybe even unique
concepts which can be found nowhere else, but here.

Andreas Murkudis
This concept store might just be the most well known Berlin store
world-wide and has helped establish the city’s international
importance and appeal. The concept store is very well known for its
outstanding choice of products, that is still and exclusively done by
Andreas Murkudis himself. Ranging from high fashion collections to
delicate porcelain designs, the sweet chocolate products, the
leather goods, the organic cosmetics will surely make you find
many new favorites.

Sightseeing
Berlin on Bike
Kreuzberg, Friedrichshain & Prenzlauer Berg - experience
another side of Berlin and take a ride through the local areas! A
very intriguing way of discovering Berlin is a tour on bicycles with
our great tour guide Alex and his team of locals who know Berlin by
heart and may show you the city from a very different perspective.

Enjoy Berlin!

